


1. Education Guideline book (for the EHF Member 

Federations to better educate EHF Referees and 

Delegates)

� Replacing the book written by an e-book, available on the portal EHF Family.

� Use of this e-book for all federations, boards of arbitration, arbitrators and

delegates.

� Detailed information about criteria, arbitration techniques, advice, training 

techniques through pictures and video.

The same pattern for the whole community EHF

European Handball Federation



2. Female project – officiating by females 

� Greater investment in women's doubles, with a higher number of vacancies

� Using the same system as the basis for the development of men's doubles. 

Preferably used in women's competitions (international) and major men's 

competitions (national) More experience

� The same technical training in relation to male but a mental preparation more 

suitable for women.

� Female Handball brand image with the participation also of the arbitration.

Change of mentality

European Handball Federation



3. YRP Development

• Continue with the development of training young referees with the potential to 

integrate the key executives of EHF.

• Create specific trainers for these groups and further monitoring during each 

season.

• More international matches, more tournaments, etc..

EHF referee status is enduring why? Why does not the inclusion of 

the best referees in each country, according to some 

requirements?

European Handball Federation



4. Rules development – more simple rules

� Simplification and generalization of the criterion of passive play, perhaps with the 

determination of a maximum time of attack (eg, basketball)

� The implementation of the launching of output can be much faster and ensure 

rapid game and the show just be the kicker to launch over the central 3 

meters from the throwing line goal is neutral positioning of their colleagues.

Although it is always difficult to simplify what is complex ..

European Handball Federation



5. E-learning Referees and Delegates using 

EHF Web Portal content

� Monetization of HFS Family

� Portal that would serve as training but also for assessment through periodic tests 

and analysis of videos, etc..

� European day after each update videos and indication of resolution of each 

situation.

Why not e-learning courses?

European Handball Federation



6. Modern tools – video forum , headsets , 

video and refereeing

• The EHF was to launch the tender for acquisition of the remaining material 

headset as necessary and provide price information federations.

• Federations should have a term (one to two years) so that its implementation if it 

made after the EHF should enforce the use of headsets in the main competitions 

in each country.

• Preparation of an analysis program for before and after games:

Before - analysis of the teams, athletes, play forms, attack and defense

After - Analysis of various video game situations

European Handball Federation



7. Electronic Referee evaluation sheet  -

automatic procedure "Last to Next”

• After each game performance of the self-criticism not on paper but through the 

portal, each judge separately, then together and delegate.

• Enter a value depending on the degree of difficulty of the game / race.

• In the portal should be updating all the comments so there is a report with the 

averages of each criterion for the EHF have a better profile of the double.

The clubs can not contribute to this work? They would have 

until 48 hours after the game to send the analysis.

European Handball Federation



8. Handball and media

The modern sport is characterized by the spectacle and the how competitive each 

game / race.

And so the media enjoy all this impact the demand for sporting spectacle and 

emotions because they do not is this way do not have interest.

There are dozens of cameras, microphones to capture sound, replays, commentators 

and other docks to hold the viewer the transmissions and this war technological 

Logic between this § categories, only seduces the viewer to stay in the comfort of 

your home, front of your TV.

The appearance of Discussion Topics to Pavilions a growing problem and should be 

cause for much be concerned.

This undermines the main source of revenue for clubs that the revenue from 

ticket sales.

European Handball Federation



8. Handball and media

With clubs in economic crisis, we must ask ourselves:

What is best for the club?

A large audience on several television stations, providing a profit on the sale of 

transmissions of the games (if any)?

Or be very public in the halls, always thrilled with his team every game?

This brings us to another question?

The fans will prefer to go to the pavilion to watch the match of his club, with heat or 

cold, with or without car parks, or stay home with the show sponsored by television 

transmission, and the comfort of your home?

And what contribution can refereeing?

Being closer to the media, being more transparent and does not create that feeling of the 

dark side of sport.

European Handball Federation



9. Other visions

European Handball Federation

Should be established a group of European elite is composed of dual professional / 

semi-professionals with the following duties:

� fitness tests / technicians of 2 in 2 months

� training of young umpires in their federations

� Monitoring of arbitrators of the European competition in your country

Would be the first choice for champions league and the final stages of HFS, and 

Challenge Cup winners.
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This undermines the main source of revenue for clubs that the revenue from ticket 

sales. 

With clubs in economic crisis, we must ask ourselves: 

What is best for the club? 

 A large audience on several television stations, providing a profit on the sale of 

transmissions of the games (if any)? 

Or be very public in the halls, always thrilled with his team every game? 

 This brings us to another question? 

 The fans will prefer to go to the pavilion to watch the match of his club, with heat or 

cold, with or without car parks, or stay home with the show sponsored by television 
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And what contribution can refereeing? 

Being closer to the media, being more transparent and does not create that feeling of 
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